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Fallen Earth: Blood Sports
Map/Sector: Terminal Woods
Encounter Area: the Northeast White Crow Outpost
Player Target Level: 2
A note about this mission: The White Crow are a hostile security force faction in Fallen Earth with a
Russian backstory and ranks. The questor is not hostile to the player, but is located in a hostile
encampment rather than a quest hub, as one of our design goals for "Terminal Woods" was to reward
area exploration.
Mission Name:
Post Termination
Mission Type:
kill no kill (group content) (complete in the field)
NPC:
Kapitan Sven
Greeting String:
I am a man who can appreciate a clone's prowess. Where I come from, we have
goals, ambitions, dreams. You think we are bad people? We are merely trying to accomplish things. But
my superior, you could say we don't see eye to eye on certain... matters of finesse.
If you are really a gun for hire, go and dispose of him for me. If it is a clone, the higher ups will never
suspect a thing. But go easy on my men, eh? They are like lambs, easily frightened, okay?
Story String:
Kapitan Sven at the northeast White Crow Outpost has hired you to assassinate
his supervising officer. He requires that you avoid engaging his men.
Reward String:
Your job here is done and your payment recieved, no reason to report back to
Sven and implicate him in the matter.
Busy String:
I cannot be seen with you this many times. Do it quickly and move on as is usual
for your type, yes?
Brain:
####
GroupID:
####
Group Step:
1

Mission Objective: kill 1 White Crow Polkovnik (Veteran build), don't kill more than 5
White Crow Kaprals. (The difficulty of this mission is effectively fighting in a heavily
populated hostile camp without the option to eliminate the hostile mob.) Mission
rewards the "Belaya Vorona AL-271" rifle.
-- End Chain

